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i’ve begun to see ascent as a mini-universe … 

With every issue, we attract in a constellation of people and 
ideas for a moment in time. Out of this mass of energies 

and vibrations we give form to formlessness, create the one from 
the many, and manifest … a magazine.

Then ascent travels out into the cosmos and we have no idea 
really what kind of impact it will have, and in whose hands it 
will be the source of something new and wonderful. And with 
each new issue, we begin the cycle once again.

But this time it’s different. This is the !nal issue of ascent.  
So it is not only this 10th anniversary issue that we are sending 
out into the cosmos, it’s the whole ascent supernova. It seems 
right that we end our decade as a print magazine with an issue 
on the theme of Union—the beginning and the end.

 

the invisible work

I joined ascent a year ago to help identify, understand and move 
through questions that many of us are asking: What does it 

mean to be sustainable at this time in the world? What do we need 
to let go of in order for new life to emerge? 

Our answer was to let go of our form as a print magazine, 
to actually close, in order to open to our next potential. We are 
part of a stream of teachings—40 years of ascent—and so we 
enter the "ow once again, and move back into the source from 
which we came. 

This practice of letting go of something precious—some-
thing as beautiful as ascent’s quarterly collection of stories and 
explorations about seeking the Light—seems brave to me. It 
trusts that all we’ve created enters the Light again, this mysteri-
ous cosmic consciousness that knows how and when to come 
into its new form.

This is a new experience of yoga for me. 
Downstairs from ascent’s second-"oor of!ce is a spacious 

yoga studio, rad’a, but it is the yoga of how we work upstairs 

editoria l supernova
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that is a continuous surprise to me. It’s all yoga…. The way we 
meet as a group, speak from our fears and joy so that we start 
from the right place, bring in practices and pranayama and keep 
evolving our creative processes. 

ascent has peeled back the layers of what I thought our work 
was, and who I can be in this work. I’d not thought of how 
leadership and surrender live together. Commitment and letting 
go. And in a culture that privileges youth, the new, the innova-
tive—how our most signi!cant work can be in our death, in that 
moment of transformation, of coming back into our wholeness. 
Coming full circle.

beautiful death

It was a beautiful death that !rst introduced me into the pages 
of ascent as a writer ten years ago in issue #4. Tenzin Palmo 

was on the cover. The theme was Teachers. 
I was in India. My grandfather had just died in Canada. I 

sent an email to reach out and not feel so separate from a unify-
ing moment for a family—the celebration of life that comes with 
the passing of the eldest, the patriarch. 

I sat in an internet café with my tears, the dust and chaos of 
India around me, realizing that Pere, released from his ninety-
two-year-old body and fading mind, knew exactly where to 
!nd me. 

Forty years before, he and my Nana had come to a newly 
independent, violently partitioned India. I knew that in some 
circular way, I was continuing the work that Pere had begun at 
that time, he in diplomacy, and me, his youngest granddaughter, 
in community development. It was the !rst time I’d thought 
about lineage. My lineage. What do we inherit, and what do we 
let go of in order to carve our own path? What is my purpose? 
Is there a greater design? 

India burned me bright, left me raw, and invited me to enter 
relationships where faith and religion, humility and humanity 
framed every encounter. I was unsettled by the questions that 

came like a mantra each time I met someone new: From where 
are you coming? Are you married? Are you Christian? Who are 
you? they asked. I realized that perhaps I did not know. I began 
seeking answers and to see the spiritual seed in social justice 
and grassroots work. I wondered how I could bring this part of 
myself into my professional world, and into my community.

That email reached friends at ascent and the “Letter from 
India” became my !rst published article. Now I !nd myself 
inside ascent, at a moment of transformation here, but all around, 
seeing and seeking a greater design. And asking: 

What is our spiritual responsibility at this time in the world? 
How do I unite the different parts of myself and create the life, 
and the world, I wish to see? 

a perfect union

“Union” is taking on a new resonance in the public story 
lately—the State of the Union, national unity, unions 

struggling to save jobs as their industries become obsolete. And 
we hear a President speak to the possibility of “a more perfect 
union.” He recalls the foundational ideals of the past, acknow-
ledges the complexity of our shadows, asks us to step up and 
take responsibility to act in service to a larger whole. 

He is one of many whose words and vision speak directly 
to our light, to our deep desire to live from our spiritual poten-
tial. There is a luminous voice rising—catalysts and instigators, 
archetypes of change come into our collective !eld to illuminate 
the potential that is there. This language of hope and action is 
becoming palpable. And this is where I believe fundamental 
change lies—in bridging our inner and outer worlds and bring-
ing our spiritual selves to our social movements and collective 
responsibilities. By living from our spiritual centre, relentlessly 
and with great kindness to ourselves and others, the whole para-
digm will shift. 

So it’s interesting to think of these dynamics as we bring this 
!nal issue of ascent to completion. At a time of potential and 
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uncertainty, when the dominant narrative is one of urgency and 
crisis, laced with hope, what is it that yoga offers?

Yoga asks us to cultivate our awareness of that which is 
blocking the Light, and to let go of the mindsets, practices, 
relationships that no longer serve. We learn to be courage-
ous and sit in the unknowing, trusting that there is enough 
love, and acting in service to a greater call from a place 
of wholeness, compassion and integrity. Yoga speaks to the 
elusive potential for peace that is within and around us. It 
offers tangible ways (practices) and people (sanghas) to help 
us take responsibility for our inner world and to create the 
kind of world we want to live in, steward and leave to future 
generations. 

When we asked the teachers, thinkers, artists, leaders who 
have inspired us over the years to elucidate what Union means 
to them, they responded in language and imagery that bring 
broader shape and deeper dimensions to the questions we are 
asking in our lives and world. Metaphor, dreams, our physical 
body, the mind and the breath connect us to our universal 
wisdom, to the Light, and to each other. 

As we worked on this issue, Union and Light emerged as 
powerfully interconnected forces. We began to see Union as a 
place of aspiration—a dynamic place of stillness and movement, 
a divine place in the body and in the Light that is always present. 
We arrive, take a breath, inspired to move on again. 

A bit like ascent.

humming to the cosmic symphony

Last Sunday I spent the day as a mantra. It was a brilliant 
sunny winter day, and I was a set of unique, cosmic vibra-

tions humming through my Montréal neighbourhood. I’d never 
thought of myself in this way, as a little sacred song in a universe 
of many sacred songs—it was a result of all the thinking our 
editorial team had been doing for this !nal issue of ascent. 

I felt Light all day. 

“When we have this perception of ourselves,” writes Swami 
Radha in Light and Vibration, “We cannot help but let go of old 
patterns and obstacles and enjoy the wonder of being part of 
the cosmic symphony.” 

I hear a world ringing, singing its sorrow and hope, and I 
have a lot of questions. Can I listen to it all at once? If we can 
change our vibration, then we change our story, so what is the 
new story we are creating together?

I leave ascent feeling sound in my body and mind, !lled with 
a new understanding of Divine Light and how it can nourish the 
spiritual dimensions of my, and our, personal, local and global 
work. I am deeply grateful for this immersion, these teachings, 
for the depth of integrity of those who have nurtured and cre-
ated ascent. Through the collective story that ascent has put 
out into the world, with an eye to the people and communities 
where the spiritual is at the centre, ascent has been cultivating a 
narrative that speaks from our source of greatest human poten-
tial and Light. This is a powerful thing. 

And what does ascent leave the world? As stars explode, they 
throw their elements back out into space and create new worlds 
and planets … 

Light pulses 
sound vibrates
can you hear the sun sing? 1

With warmth and gratitude,

Vanessa Reid
Executive Publisher

!  From Swami Sivananda Radha, Light and Vibration: Consciousness, Mysticism and 

the Culmination of Yoga (Kootenay Bay, BC: Timeless Books, "##$).
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